Unit 10: 20th & 21st Century/Government Review Sheet
1. Why did Virginia change from an agricultural society to an industrial
society?
a. Old systems of farming were no longer effective
b. Soil was worn out from tobacco farming
c. Railroads helped cities grow
2. What forms of transportation impacted the growth of Virginia cities?
Streetcars, roadways and railroads
3. Which portions of Virginia have experienced economic growth due to
computer technology and federal jobs? Northern and eastern Virginia
(you will need to find on a map of Virginia)
4. In the 20th century, why did people move from rural to urban areas?
Economic opportunities
5. Why did Virginia’s urban population grow over time? More jobs
encouraged people to move to Virginia’s cities.
6. Who was Woodrow Wilson? The 20th century president that recommended
forming an organization to maintain world peace.
7. Who was George C. Marshall? A military leader who created an economic
plan to ensure world peace.
8. Transportation moves raw materials to factories and finished products
to markets. Name 4 transportation systems used in Virginia today.
Railroads, highways, airplanes, shipping
9. What is a major part of Virginia’s economy and involves both the
beauty and history of the state? Tourism (examples: museums,
Jamestown, National Parks, Colonial Williamsburg, etc)
10. An “export” is something that is made or grown in one place and sold
somewhere else. Which of the following is NOT an export of Virginia?
a. Tobacco, coal, apples, poultry, bananas, large ships
Answer: bananas
11. What are the three branches of Virginia Government? Executive,
Judicial, and Legislative.

12. What does the Legislative branch of Virginia Government do? Make
state laws.
13. What is the Executive branch of Virginia Government responsible
for? It makes sure that state laws are carried out, and prepares the budget.
14. The Governor is the head of which branch of Virginia state
government? Executive branch
15. What does the Judicial branch of Virginia Government do?
• Decides court cases about people accused of breaking the law
• Makes sure that laws agree with Virginia’s constitution
16. Which branch of Virginia Government is the General Assembly?
Legislative branch
17.What two parts make up the General Assembly? Senate and House of
Delegates
18. Coal Mining is an industry of which Virginia region? Appalachian Plateau
19. Of which branch of Virginia government is a Virginia State Supreme
Court Judge a part? What is their job? Judicial Branch; to decide court
cases about people accused of breaking the law.
20. How is State government different than Federal (national)
government? In State government, the Governor is the head of the
Executive Branch. In Federal government, the President of the United
States is the head of the Executive Branch.
21. Where did the Scots-Irish settle in Virginia? The Valley and Ridge
Region (must be able to find on a map)
22. Know the location of each Indian Language Group and Tribe on a
map:
1=other
2=Siouan language/Monacan Tribe

3=Iroquoian language/Cherokee Tribe
4=Algonquian language/Powhatan Tribe

